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ABSTRACT

Theoretical calculations were made to determine the influence of site speci-
fic 'melting' and 'stabilizing' proteins on the thermal stability of nearby base
pairs (bp.). A DNA sequence 999bp. long containing the 123 bp. lactose operon
control region in the center was examined. Melting curves of base pairs near
the binding sites of the catabolite activator protein, CAP, the lactose repressor,
and RNA polymerase were calculated in the absence and presence of each protein.
The empirical loop entropy model of the helix-coil transition of DNA was employed.
Calculations show that melting and stabilizing proteins alter the tm of base
pairs 20 to 100 bp.away. The magnitude and range of the effect is strongly
influenced by the base pair composition and sequence of the protein site and
the immediately adjacent DNA regions.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades much evidence has shown that transcription is

controlled by the interaction of RNA polymerase and affector proteins (repres-

sors and activators) with specific DNA regions. Site specific protein-DNA in-

teraction is the molecular basis for other metabolic processes associated with

DNA as well. A complete understanding of the highly specific recognition pro-

cess is not available. A basic feature of DNA which must be involved in pro-

tein recognition is the position in space of specific chemical groups. The

nucleotide sequence of the site will obviously determine what chemical groups

are available. Their positions will be determined by the conformations of the

site. Due to cooperative interactions along DNA, and the dynamic character

of DNA in solution, the regions surrounding the protein site may help determine
the positions of the interactive groups. An extension of this idea is that

a 'director protein' binding to one specific DNA site may alter a nearby DNA

region. This could enhance or decrease the binding of a second protein.1'2
This type of model has been proposed to explain how the catabolite activator

protein (CAP) enhances RNA polymerase binding.2'3 Although several studies have

been made to examine the influence of one DNA region on adjacent ones,2'4'5 no

quantitative estimates exist on the local influence of a site specific protein.
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In this work I examined the influence of site specific 'melting' and 'sta-

bilizing' proteins on the thermal stability of base pairs 20 to 100 bp. away

from the site. This was done by calculating the probability that a base pair

is hydrogen bonded in the presence and absence of a nearby site specific protein.

The transmission of stability or instability (telestability) to the base pair

was quantified by the difference in its melting temperatures with and without

protein.

The loop entropy model of the helix coil transition of DNA was employed.

This model is an empirical one. It has been used to determine the thermodynamic

properties of nucleic acid oligomers and polymers.6-8 The DNA sequence examined

is the Escherichia coli lactose operon control region (Figure 1).

Although this study cannot determine detailed information on conformational

changes, it provides estimates of transmitted free energy changes. The results

show that melting and stabilizing proteins alter the stability of the DNA regions

surrounding them. Local nucleotide composition and sequence strongly influence

the magnitude and range of the transmitted changes.

THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Melting of a base pair inside a long DNA

The loop entropy model of the DNA helix-coil transition has been previously

described. 9'10 Several melting curve calculations have been presented using

this model for a DNA with a random distribution of A-T and G-C base pairs.812
Crothers showed that the probability of melting one internal base pair strongly

depends on the local base pair composition. This calculation employed a coarse

lactose
50% AT control 50% AT
random sequence region random sequence
428 123 428

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 +20 +40

CAP site RNA Polymerase site

Figure 1: The 999 base pair DNA sequence which was examined. The lactose operon

region is shown with the positions of the CAP site, RNA polymerase site and the

initiation of mRNA 4Wip . The nucleotide sequence was taken from reference 3.

Numbering of the lactose operon region is in base pairs with +1 being the first

base pair transcribed into mRNA.
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graining approximation.'Coarse graining' groups base pairs together into blocks

and treats each block as a unit. A more recent calculation8 showed that when

coarse graining is removed, the above conclusion still holds. However, coarse

graining results in substantial error with respect to the quantitative influence

of local base pair composition on melting behavior.8912 In the calculation des-

cribed below computational approximations are removed. Assumptions of the model

are discussed and their influence on the results examined.

1. Basic theory

Each base pair of the DNA is considered to be in one of two states, hydrogen

bonded (intact) or non hydrogen bonded (broken). The free energy change in forming

the ith base pair depends on the type of base pair (A-T or G.C) and on the type

and condition of nearest neighbor base pairs. An equilibrium constant s is assigned

to the reaction of forming an intact base pair next to one intact pair. When

an isolated base pair closes an internal loop of m base pairs one assigns the

equilibrium constant asf(m) to the reaction. a removes the stacking energy

from s, since base pair stacking does not occur in this reaction. A long range

effect is included by assigning the equilibrium constant f(m) for forming a

loop of m melted base pairs sandwiched between duplex sections. f(m) accounts

for the configurational entropy of the strands of an internal loop of m base

pairs relative to an equivalent number of unbonded base pairs at an open end.

Formation of the first isolated base pair joining the two single stranded DNAs

is denoted by the equilibrium constant Os.
It is recognized that the assumption that only nearest neighbor interactions

contribute to s is a formal one. In reality, longer range coulombic forces are

averaged into the equilibrium constants. The average lengths of duplex

regions are sufficiently long through most of the transition that nearly

all intact base pairs experience a constant coulombic environment. A similar

argument holds for the unbonded regions. Providing that the longer range forces

are not both strong and highly base pair dependent, one can average them into a

nearest neighbor interaction for most base pairs. Thus the nearest neighbor

assumption should not influence calculated transition behavior when bonded and

unbonded regions are long and statistically distributed. What is not considered

in this calculation is how a melted out or thermally stabilized region localized

to a specific site influences adjacent regions through interactions extending
beyond nearest nucleotide neighbors. Since this work concerns the region surround-

ing such a site,this is a significant consideration. Recent analysis of the

melting curves of A-T/G-C block DNA oligomers in the presence of actinomycin
showed that interactions extending beyond neighboring nucleotides can be signifi-
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cant.5 The nature of these interactions is not clear. Thus the energy changes
calculated in this work should not be overinterpreted. The qualitative conclusions

on how base pair sequence influences telestability should be generally valid.

2. Computational nethod

The method of calculating the DNA partition function and the probability
of base pair melting is similar to one previously described in detail.8 The

small changes in procedure employed here provide a more accurate correlation

between the DNA configurations and their statistical weights. Given a specific
sequence of N base pairs with NA AT and NG G.C pairs, we separate the partition
function ZN into four groupings:

1. ZN h. All configurations starting and ending with a bonded or 'helical'

base pair.

2. ZNhl- All configurations starting with a helical base pair and ending
with an unbonded or 'coil' base pair.

3. zNch All configurations starting with a coil pair and ending with

a helical pair.

4. ZNc. All configurations starting and ending with a coil base pair.
The partition function is the sum of these four terms. The method of calculating

ZN is obtained by induction. The cases N=2, N=3 will be shown in detail. For

the case N=2, the possible configurations sketched in the 'ladder representation'
are

We will number the base pairs starting from the right. The terms described

above are

Z2hh =Shc
ch (1 sZ2cc(2) (1)2() = 2l = 1

Z ch(i) denores the configurations of Z ch which have i broken bonds looking in
n n
from the left. A similar definition holds for Zncc(i) with respect to Zncc
For N=3 one has the configurations

zhh z hc Z ch zcc
3 3~~ Z3 3
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where hh
3 = ils-2s3 + 8s3af(i)si, Z3 (1) =

Z3h s3 + as3-2' Z3 (1) =s2
Z3 can be written as

= (1 1) ( - ) hhZ hc

with0anori=l 2ipl2e

with O an operator with the properties

Z3 (2) =8s

Z cc(3) = 1

1 ch 1 ch
O E Z2 M(i = a E f Mi) Z2 M(
i=l i=l

2 1
o Z2cc(i) = a E f(i) Z2cc() + a Z2 (2)
i=l i=l

Continuing the process to higher N one finds

ZN= GN + HN = (1 1) N
n

n=3 1

s

with

=~hh hc n-i ch ccG = Z hh + z hc H E Z (i) + E Zn (i)

The process used to obtain Z3 above is in general for Zn
n-2 n-2

o E Znc (i)=a E
f(i) Z h(i)

i=i i=i n-

n-1 cC n-2cc (1) = n- ( Zcc (i) + 6 cc (nio ETii1 n-i1 - n-i n-i

with

Z ch 1) = hzhh
n ( n-iz
cc ()= hc

n n-i ;

zch M= ch i1Zn (i)n=Z(i-)|
Zcc (i) = Zcc (i-)
n n-i

To obtain the probability that the jth base pair is
3jGN + ajHN

i GN + HN

where a a

broken one needs

(8a)

(8b)
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One method of calculating 81(T) is to calculate ZN from equation (5) and then

obtain (Bi GN + %jHN) from equation (5) by replacing the matrix term

(si !i0) with
(A !i9)

This change removes all the terms in Z where s doesn't appear.N -

3. Selection of parameters

Values of the thermodynamics parameters were chosen to correspond whenever

possible to 0.2 M sodium ion. Equilibrium association constants sAT and 2GC
were assigned to A-T and G-C pairs respectively. The dependence of these

constants on the chemical character of their neighboring base pairs was omitted.

This effect can be included if it is desired at a future time. The entropy

change for forming a stacked base pair was taken to be the same for A-T and

G*C pairs, AS = -24.8 ev./mole base pairs. The enthalpy change in this

process was -8.5 kcal/mole base pair for A-T, and -9.4 kcal/mole base

pairs for G-C and assumed to be independent of temperature. The entropy

value was obtained from calorimetric measurements by Scheffler and SturtevantI3
The enthalpy values was determined from the extrapolated melting temperatures

for A-T and G-C pairs in naturally occurring DNAs in 0.2 M sodium ion. The

melting temperature of an A-T pair was 68.°C and for a G-C pair, 112°C. The

temperature dependence of 5AT and sGC are given by the Boltzman relation of

equilibrium constants and free energy. The stacking energy term employed,
a = 4.5 x 105, was estimated from values measured for A-T and G-C DNA

polymer transitions. 14,15 Changes in this value by ±50% did not greatly alter

the results. The loop entropy function was empirically chosen to provide the

best fit to the loop free energies evaluated by Gralla and Crothers for small

loops of RNA and the loop weighting function for large DNA loops. 14,15 The

function was

f(m) = 0.006/((1 - e 0m)(m + 1))1.55(9)

This functional form is the best available estimate. Using the above parameters
and methods, melting curves were calculated for specific base pairs inside a

999 base pair long DNA.

B. Relating a protein's binding properties to the thermal stability of

the DNA site
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This section will relate the equilibrium binding constant and site size

of a protein-DNA complex to the thermal stability of the site. A number of

studies have examined the influence of ligand binding on the helix coil

transition of DNA.17-19 The equations presented are similar to these earlier

works, however the emphasis is on local effects. Two types of binding proteins

will be examined; one which stabilizes the duplex form of DNA, the 'stabilizing

protein' and one which forms a melted out region of DNA in its final complex,

the 'melting protein'. It is assumed the protein binds to only one specific

site on the piece of DNA being examined. The effect of simultaneous but weaker

binding to independent non-specific sites elsewhere is also considered.

The four possible initial and final states being considered for the protein-

DNA interaction at the specific site are sketched in Figure 2.The Ki(i = 1 - 4)

are the association constants for the reactions. The first and last reactions

are for a stabilizing protein, the second and third are for a melting protein.

We denote by d the concentration of empty sites in the duplex form and by b

the concentration of empty sites in the bubble or melted form. P is the free

protein concentration and D and B represent the complexes of DNA with protein.

Clearly a large number of steps can occur between the initial and final states

shown above. One point worth noting is that a melting protein need not recog-

nize a thermally liable region, i.e. b. Around 25 - 40°Cone can expect d >> b.

Therefore a rapidly binding protein which is observed in a melted complex B

will most likely recognize its DNA site as a duplex. We assume this to be the

case below.

d P K1 D

I I + F7 '- -J-T (a)

d P K2 B

I I+ 0 ' (b)

b P K3 B

+ 0 " Z')
b P K4 D

~Q&r + C* I I I (d)

Figure 2: The initial and final states of four protein-DNA interactions

considered in this work. The square objects represent 'stabilizing proteins,'
the round objects represent melting proteins.
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The binding of a melting protein to a specific site is examined first. The

protein is assumed to melt out m base pairs. K1 and K4 will be set equal to

zero. It is also assumed the K3 = 0. Possible examples of such a protein are

RNA polymerase and the cAMP - CAP protein complex. When no protein is present,

the relative probability of the site being duplex/melted is

m m
R d/b T a G f(m)

exp ((maA AT + m GCA) /RT] (10)
exp -(AG(m) - AGs)/RT]

ma and m are the number of AMT and G,C pairs at the site (ma + mg = m). AGAT

and AG are the free energies of base pair formation. AG(m) is the loop entropyGC
free energy and AG the stacking energy per base pair. Equation (10) can be

5
deduced by examining the statistical weights of short duplex DNAs, eg. N=4,
with and without an internal loop. Writing AGAT and AG in terms

AT GC
of enthalpy and entropy, and employing the assumption that the entropy, AS, is

the same for both base pairs, Ro is

exp[(AS/RT)(ma (T-TA) + m (T-TG
R =

G
o f(m)a (11)

T is the temperature at which one is examining the melting curve. TA and TG
are the temperatures where AGAT and AGGC equal zero.

When the melting protein is presett, the probability that the site is duplex/

melted is

R = d/(b + B) = d/(b + K2Pd) = R (l + K2PR0) (12)

For K2P greater than one, K2PR is much greater than one for temperatures

in and below the T region of the DNA. Since this is usually the case, a very
m

good approximation for Rp in and below the transition region is

R = (K2P) 1 (13)

R will be empirically expressed in terms of new equilibrium constants
* p *

.EAT ands2GC for the protein site. This will allow the use of the DNA melting
theory presented above.

m m
R = (K2p)1= (-AT) a2C) g/(f(m)o)

= exp[AS/RT(m (T-TA) + mg(T-TG*))]/(f(m)a) (14)
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Letting
*

TA TA -ATA A
*

TG =TG -ATG G
one obtains

AT = (-RT/mAS)2n[K2PR0] (15)

When melting proteins are present, one lowers TA and TG of base pairs in the

protein site by AT. When the melting protein binds to independent non-specific

sites in addition to the specific site, 2 Is replaced by K12/(1 + KNS) where

i is the association constant for nonspecific binding and S is the total

concentration of non-specific sites. 20Here it is assumed that the non-specific

binding occurs by the reaction sketched in Figure 2a.

The binding of a stabilizing protein to a specific site is described by

Eigure 2a. The lactose repressor and X phage cI gene repressor are thought

to be examples of this reaction. The probability that the specific site is

duplex/melted is

R = (d + D)/b d(l +K1P)/b
p

=R (1 + K1P) (16)

Following equations (10) to (15) Rp'can be expressed in terms of new bind-

ing constants sAT and s C for the base pairs at the site. T and T of these-=AT -CC A G
base pairs are increased by AT' where

AT" = -(RT/mAS)Zn(l + K1P) (17)

When the stabilizing protein also forms complexes at independent non-specific

sites in addition to the specific site, K1 is replaced by K1/(1 + KNS). Non-

specific binding is also assumed to occur via Figure 2a.

RESULTS

Melting curves for specific base pairs inside the 999 base pair DNA shown

in Figure 1 were obtained. This DNA has a randomly generated A-T/G-C sequence

for 438 base pairs before and after the lac sequence. The base pair sequence

-83 to +38 is the lactose operon control region, i.e. between the end of the

i gene and the beginning of the 0-galactosidase gene. The a priori probability
of an A-T pair for positions in the random region was 50%. The same random

sequence is generated for all calculations, and the a posteriori % AT content

for the random regions was 50.6. The DNA is long enough so that end results
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do not influence the central 150 base pairs. Changing ten base pairs at the

ends to G-C pairs did not alter the results.

The melting temperature, t , is the temperature where the probability of

a base pair being broken,e(t), equals 0.5(t is temperature in 0C, T is tempera-

ture in °K).Equation (15) or equation (17)- are used to account for the protein's

influence on the stability parameters of its site. The temperature, T, in the

above equations must be the temperature at which the melting curve is being

calculated. The rigorously correct approach would be to calculate the probability

of base pair melting around 25-40°C, where the protein-DNA binding constants

are measured. In this temperature range, however, the equilibrium probability

of melting is small. To avoid the difficulty of interpreting differences be-

tween small numbers far from the transition, the protein -DNA binding constants

are assumed to be independent of temperature.

A. Influence of site specific protein on surrounding base pairs

1. Melting protein effect

The effect of a melting protein binding to the CAP site was examined. This

simulates a previously suggested model for explaining how the CAP-cAMP factor

when hound to DNA enhanceRNA polymerase action.2'3 The CAP site was taken

to be 14 base pairs centered between base paits -60 and -61. Ten base pairs,

-65 to -56 were assumed to melt out due to CAP binding. The melting curves

of base pairs between -47 and +38 were examined with and without melting pro-

tein at the CAP site. Wu et al has determined that the association constant

of CAP protein to DNA is much greater than 109N 1 in a buffer of ionic strength

0.22. A binding constant of K2 = 10 M was assumed for this work. Changes

in K2 by an order of magnitude do not alter the t changes by more than ±.020C.2 ~~~~~~~~~m
This indicates the results are not too sensitive to the K2 value. Also, the

binding constant was effectively lowered by including non-specific binding.
A cellular concentration for CAP protein was estimated from experimental data

to be 5 x 10 6M.22 The non-specific binding constant was taken to be =10+6M
and the non-specific DNA concentration was 10 M. The latter value is close

to the total DNA concentration while the former is the association constant

estimated for non-specific binding of other site specific proteins.

Figure 3 shows the melting curves of base pair -37 of the lac sequence. The

curve on the right shows the transition in the absence of protein. The curve

on the left shows the transition with a melting proteinlocated at the CAP site.

The melting protein lowers the transition midpoint of this base pair by 0.920C
and broadens the transition. A similar behavior was observed for other base

pairs examined. Figure 4 shows the influence of a melting protein at the CAP
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.6
0(T)

temp., OC
Figure 3: Melting curves of base pair -37 in the absence-of any protein

(curve on right) and with a melting protein at the CAP site (+ m.p.)

CAP

- 70 -60 -50

At °C
m

- 0.5 .

LAC SEQUENCE

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20

I I I I I I I

- 1.0 I.

Figure 4: The change in the melting temperatures, Atm, of base pairs in the

lactose operoninduced by a melting protein at the CAP site. See text for further

details.

site on the transition midpoint of base pairs in the lac sequence.With no pro-

tein, all base pairs in the lac region gave essentially the same tm, 89.30C.
In the presence of a melting protein the thermal instability adjacent to the

melted region decreases slowly with distance. The tm of base pair -47 is lowered

by 1.070C whereas for base pair +38 it is lowered by 0.770C. The base pair
opening rate of the whole region surrounding the melting protein appears to in-

crease. This is also indicated by the increase in the transition width of the
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base pairs melting curves (Figure 3). Estimates of the change in the average

free energy of base pair formation,d(AG), at350C,were obtained from ATm values.

When no protein is present the entropy change, AS, was taken as -24.8 eu./mole

base pair and AH was calculated at the measured Tm where AG = 0. Assuming AS
* * *

is constant, the new enthalpy change is calculated from AH = T AS (T is
m m

the base pair transition midpoint with protein present). The changes in free

energy, d(AG), at 35°C are estimated from d(AG) = AH (1-T/T ) - AH(l-T/Tm).
m

Table I lists values of d(AG) for several base pairs. The positive change in-

dicates a decreased stability of the duplex state. The values are quite small,

however over forty base pairs,-20 to +20, the total change in the free energy

is about 810 calories. If one assigns the change in melting temperatures to

equivalent changes in AH and AS one gets results very similar to Table I.

The influence of a melting protein centered at the mRNA initiation site

of the lactose operon was also examined. This simulates the effect RNA poly-

merase has on the stability of adjacent pairs when it is poised in the "open

complex." The ten base pairs from -4 to +5 were taken to be melted by RNA

polymerase. The binding constant employed for the RNA polymerase-DNA interac-

tion was 1012M 1. The total RNA polymerase concentration was 5 x 10-6M, and

the non-specific binding parameters were the same as for the CAP protein. Table

II shows how the "open complex" effects the stability of base pairs surrounding

the transcription initiation site.

Base pairs -23 and +24 are both located 18 base pairs from the edges of

the melted out region. Yet there is greater than a factor of two difference

between their Atm. The tm for base pair -23 is lowered by 1.040C. The tm of

base pair +22 is lowered by 2.460C. Without protein both base pairs have the

same tm, 89.280C. This result shows the influence of base pair distribution

TABLE I: The effect of a melting protein at the CAP site on the stability of

base pairs in the lactose operon. d(AG) is the change in the base

pair free energy calculated at 35°C.
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-47 89.28 -0.92 22.8

0 89.28 -0.86 21.3
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in the region between the melting protein and the base pair being examined.

There are 8/18 A-T pairs between sites -5 and -23 and 11/18 AT pairs between

sites +6 and +24.

2. The influence of base pair distribution on transmitted instability

The influence of base pair distribution in the region surrounding the pro-

tein site was examined further. The previous result shows that a small composition

difference can generate a significant change in transmitted instability. The

sequence of nucleotides appears to be a dominant part of this effect. When the

11/18 A-T pairs between sites +6 to +24 are rearranged such that there are

no more than three consecutive A Tpairs(the new sequence is 001010010101001010

with 0 a A-T, 1 a G-C) the tm decrease at base pair +24 is 1.140C. There is no

change in the tm of base pair +24 when these two sequences are compared in the

absence of a melted region.

Figure 5 demonstrates the large influence of the region intervening between the

protein site and the base pairs being examined. A melting protein at the CAP

site (-65 to -56) was examined with the fifteen base pairs -53 to -38 altered

from the lac sequence. When this sequence was made 100% AT the transmitted

CAP VARIABLE LAC

..~ ,
-70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20

100% G*C
4t,C

-5.0

-10.0

100% A*T

-15.0

Figure 5: The change in tm of base pairs in the lactose operon induced by a

melting protein at the CAP site. The dashed line is the result obtained with

the 15 base pair variable sequence the lactose operon sequence (Fig. 4). The

100% A-T curve corresponds to replacing the variable sequence with all A-T's.
The 100% G-C curve is the result obtained with the variable sequence all G,C.
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instability to the nearest 40 base pairs was greatly enhanced. Base pair -47

had a tm of 70.90C in the presence of melting protein. The tm of base pair

-37 was lowered by 6.80C. Replacing this region with all G-C pairs reduced

the tm change to 0.520C (90.720C to 90.20C) for the site -47. The Atm damps

out faster when the variable sequence is all A-T pairs. At base pair 0, Atm-

is 0.310C when the variable region is 100% G'C, and 0.10C when this region is

100% ACT. Figure 5 shows that when an A-Trich region intervenes between a highly

unstable site and a base pair, the transmitted instability is very large. When

a G-C rieh region intervenes, the transmitted change is small. These results can

be physicallyunderstood as follows. An A-T rich section will tend to be thermally
unstable. It stays duplexed because of stabilizing base pairs surrounding it.

Placing a melting protein adjacent to it, destabilizes the base pairs keeping the

AMT section duplexed.Thus the A-T section can open. The energy cost of expanding

this loop a short distance is not too large.A G,C rich section will keep nearby
base pairs duplexed. The energy cost of expanding a protein induced instability
through the G-C section is high.

Figure 6 shows the influence of the base pair composition of the protein

site on transmitted stability changes. In this case the ten base pairs centered

LAC VARIABLE
SEQUENCE SEQUENCE

L SE

-70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20

100% A.T m'

-0. 5

LAC

-1.0

100l G*C -1.5

- -2.0

- -2.5

Figure 6: The effectof nucleotide composition of the melted site on transmitted

instability. The Atm of base pairs in the lactose operon region induced by a

melting protein opening base pairs-4 to +5. The region covered by RNA polymerase
is also shown. The variable sequence is the 10 base pair melted site. The dashed

line is the result obtained with this site the lactose operon sequence. 100% A-T

and 100% G'C curves correspond to replacing this site with all AMT or all G-C

pairs respectively.
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at transcription initiation, the RNA polymerase site, was examined. This site,

-4 to +5, was replaced by either 10 G-C pairs or 10 A-T pairs. The dashed

line shows the transmitted instability when the lac sequence is used for the

site (same as Table II). When the site contains only A-T pairs the transmitted

instability decreases. For base pair -23 the tm goes from 88.80C to 88.270C,
Atm -0.53 C. The lac sequence gives a Atm of -1.040C for base pair -23. When

the protein site contains only G-C pairs the transmitted instability increases.

The t for base pair -23 now changes from 90.30C to 88.270C or -2.030C. Them
influence of nucleotide compQsition in the melted site is opposite that of the

intervening region.Whereas G-C pairs in the intervening region decrease trans-

mission of instability,a G'C rich melted site increases the effect. This can

be understood by arguments similar to those given before. A G-C rich site will

tend to clamp itself and the surrounding region in the duplex state. Destabi-

lizing this site makesit energetically cheaper to open up adjacent regions. An

A T rich region is already relatively unstable.Destabilizing such a site does, not

have very much effect on the surrounding region.

3. Stabilizing protein effect

The effect of a repressor protein on the surrounding DNA regions was also

examined.The protein was considered tobind to the seventeen base pairs+3 to+19.
13 -1The site specific binding constant was taken to be K =10 M with a protein con-

centration of 2xlO 8M.Non-specific binding was KN=lO M and the concenttation
of non-specific sites, S=10 M. Table III shows the influence of a stabilizing
repressor on four distant base pairs.

Base pair-7 is stabilized by 1.10C,b.p.-17 by 1.06 C and b.p. -47 by 0.56°C.
These three base pairs are in the nontranscribed direction.Base pair +39 in the

TABLE II: Effect of melting protein at mRNA initiation site on surrounding DNA

regions. Melted region is from -4 to +5.

t s C At , CBase Pair M,C
(no protein) (+ protein)

-13 89.28 -1.30

-23 89.28 -1.04

-43 89.28 -0.80

+24 89.28 -2.46

+38 89.31 -1.30
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TABLE III:

Effect of stabilizing protein at repressor site on surrounding DNA region.

Stabiliz'ed tegion is from base pairs +3 to +19.

t
0 A 0

Base Pair tmC Atm,C
(no protein) (+ protein)

-7 89.28 +1.10

-17 89.28 +1.06

-47 89.28 +0.56

+39 89.31 +1.28

transcribed direction is stabilized by 1.280C. A comparision between sites -7

and +39 again shows an effect of local base pair distribution on tele-stability.

Although both base pairs are equidistant from the protein site, their stability

depends on the intervening base pair distribution. The influence of base pair

composition of the region surrounding the stabilizing protein was determined. The

fifteen base pairs from-12 to+2 were made either all G-Cor all A-T pairs. The

melting temperature of base pair -17 was evaluated for these two sequences in the

presence and absenceof the stabilizing protein.When the intervening region was

100% A'T pairs, the tmof base pair -17without protein was 88.50C,with protein
0

t =89.10C,or At = +0.6 C.When this region was 100% G-C pairs, the t of base pairM m 0m
-17 was 91.52°C without protein,and 99.76°C in the presence of protein or Atm=+8.24 C.

Thus a G C rich intervening region increases the transmissionof stability for a

stabilizing protein. These results are complimentary tothe effect of nucleotide

composition on telestability found for the melting proteins.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that melting proteins decrease the stability of duplex

regions 20-100 base pairs away from the protein-DNA complex in the helix-coil

transition region. Stabilizing proteins transmit stability over similar

distances. Recent results by Lukashin et al. indicate that the correlation

length for regional cooperativity decreases as a function of temperature. Their

results are consistent with the small transmitted changes in the base pair free
0

energies evaluated at 35 C. However, it must be kept in mind that the values are

first order estimates. Interactions extending beyond neighboring base pairs,

and the uncertainties of the parameter values may alter these estimates.
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The base pair composition of the region surrounding the melted or stabilized

site has a large influence on telestability.This is demonstrated by the results

for melting proteins at, the CAP site and the mRNA initiation site.When G C pairs

intervene between the melting protein and the base pairs examined, the

transmitted instability is small. When A.T pairs intervene the transmitted

instability is greatly enhanced.

The influence of nucleotide sequence adjacent to the protein site is demon-

strated by the results obtained for a melting protein at the mRNA initiation site

(-4 to +5). By slightly changing the sequence of base pairs in the region between

base pairs +5to +24,the At for basa pair +24was altered from-2.460Cto -1.14°C.m
The change in sequence has no effect on the tmof the region's base pairs in the

absence of a melting protein. Only the transmitted change in stability in the

presence of a protein is altered. This change in Atm with sequence shows that

base pair composition alone does not determine the melting behavior of base pairs

near site specific binding proteins. These effects of nucleotide composition

and sequence are also observed forthe regions surroundinga stabilizing protein.

The base composition of a protein site also effects the transmission of in-

stability or stability. This is shown in Fig. 6 for a melting protein at the

mRNA initiation site. Altering the base pair composition of the site from the

lac sequence showed that the transmission of instability is largest when a melted

site is G-C rich and smallest when it is A-T rich. This behavior is opposite

that for the region intervening between a melting protein site and a distant

base pair.

Summarizing the above results, one can make the following conclusion. The

transmitted instability from a melting protein is largest when the protein site

is G-C rich and the intervening region is A-T rich. Conversely the transmitted

change is smallest when the melted region isA-T rich andthe intervening region

is G-C rich.This observation maybe relevant to the functional role of A.T/G-C

blocks in DNA. Adjacent G-C rich and A.T rich regions have been found in DNA

sequences; near the replication site of 4 X 174 virus DNA, and in the promoter
27 3

regions of theEscherichiacoli tyrosine transferRNA gene and thelactose operon.

Also the3'endsof severalmRNAs terminated in vitro show a string of six to eight
28

uracils preceded by a G-C rich sequence. A discussion of the possible role of

telestability in RNA polymerase termination will be presented elsewhere

(manuscript in preparation).
One of the questions this study set out to examine was whether the CAP-cAMP

complex, and positive effectors in general, can enhance RNA polymerase
binding by transmitting thermal instability through DNA. The calculations show
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that if CAP protein produces a melted region where it binds, it will decrease

the energy required to open up the DNA region 40-80 base pairs away by about

800 calories. This region, -20 to +20 has been established as an RNA polymerase

site by enzyme protection experiments 3 and electron microscopy 4. 800 calories

is about one third the activation energy required to explain the 50 fold in-

crease in RNA polymerase activity due to CAP stimulation in vivo.25 It may be

argued that summing the free energy change over the entire 40 base pair region
is unjustified,since not all base pairs will be interacting with polymerase.

However, the possibility of intermediate states involving the entire region
makes this qualm less certain. If the CAP stimulation is due to telestability,
it will probably function by providing a low energy pathway between DNA confor-

mations similar in equilibrium energy but separated by a large activation

energy barrier.
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